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2024 Summer Reading List 

Grade 
Summer 
Reading 

Author Book Synopsis Front Cover 

Kindergarten Swimmy Leo Lionni 

Deep in the sea there lives a happy school of little fish. Their 
watery world is full of wonders, but there is also danger, and the 
little fish are afraid to come out of hiding . . . until Swimmy comes 
along. Swimmy shows his friends how—with ingenuity and 
teamwork—they can overcome any danger. 

First Grade 
From Seed to 

Pumpkin 
Wendy 
Pfeffer 

Pumpkins can be baked in a pie, carved into jack-o'-lanterns, and 
roasted for a healthy snack. But how does a tiny seed turn into a 
big pumpkin? With clear text and detailed, colorful illustrations, 
this book explains what a pumpkin seed needs to help it grow! 

Second 
Grade 

Mango, 
Abuela, and Me 

Meg Medina 

Mia’s abuela has left her sunny house with parrots and palm 
trees to live with Mia and her parents in the city. The night she 
arrives, Mia tries to share her favorite book with Abuela before 
they go to sleep and discovers that Abuela can’t read the words 
inside. Then Mia sees a parrot in the pet-shop window and has the 
perfect idea for how to help them all communicate a little better. 

Third Grade 
The Boxcar 

Children 

Gertrude 
Chandler 
Warner 

The Aldens begin their adventure by making a home in a boxcar. 
Their goal is to stay together, and in the process, they find a 
grandfather. 

Fourth 
Grade 

The Lion, the 
Witch and the 

Wardrobe 
C.S. Lewis 

Narnia… the land beyond the wardrobe door, a secret place 
frozen in eternal winter, a magical country waiting to be set free. 
Lucy is the first to find the secret of the wardrobe in the 
professor's mysterious old house. At first her brothers and sister 
don't believe her when she tells of her visit to the land of Narnia. 
wardrobe themselves. 
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Grade 
Summer 
Reading 

Author Book Synopsis Front Cover 

Fifth 
Grade 

The City of 
Ember 

Jeanne DuPrau 

Many hundreds of years ago, the city of Ember was created by 
the Builders to contain everything needed for human survival. It 
worked…but now the storerooms are almost out of food, crops 
are blighted, corruption is spreading through the city and worst 
of all— the lights are failing. Soon Ember could be engulfed by 
darkness… 

Sixth 
Grade 

Hatchet Gary Paulsen 

Brian is on his way to Canada to visit his estranged father when 
the pilot of his small prop plane suffers a heart attack. Brian is 
forced to crash-land the plane in a lake--and finds himself 
stranded in the remote Canadian wilderness with only his 
clothing and the hatchet his mother gave him as a present 
before his departure. 

Seventh 
Grade 

Old Yeller Fred Gipson 

At first, Travis couldn't stand the sight of Old Yeller. The stray dog 
was ugly, and a thieving rascal, too. But he sure was clever, and a 
smart dog could be a big help on the wild Texas frontier, especially 
with Papa away on long cattle drive up to Abilene. 

Eighth 
Grade 

The Swiss 
Family 

Robinson 
John David Wyss 

The Robinsons leave their home in Switzerland planning to settle 
half a world away. But things do not turn out as they had 
expected. The sole survivors of a terrible shipwreck, they wash 
ashore to learn that the danger has only begun. Their new world 
will test their courage, cleverness, endurance, and faith as they 
struggle to survive and create a civilization of their own in the 
wilderness. 

Ninth 
Grade 

1984 George Orwell 

The scene is London, where there has been no new housing since 
1950 and where the city-wide slums are called Victory Mansions. 
Science has abandoned Man for the State. As every citizen knows only 
too well, war is peace. To Winston Smith, a young man who works 
in the Ministry of Truth (Minitru for short), come two people who 
transform this life completely. 

Academic Instructional Team AcadeMir Charter Schools 





Fourth Grade 

Narnia… the land beyond the wardrobe door, a secret place 
frozen in eternal winter, a magical country waiting to be set free.
 
Lucy is the first to find the secret of the wardrobe in the 
professor's mysterious old house. At first her brothers and sister 
don't believe her when she tells of her visit to the land of Narnia. 
wardrobe themselves. 



Students Name: ________________________ Date: _________________ 

Title of book and authors name: 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 

Describe the setting of the book: 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 

State the main character’s name and describe the character: 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 

What does that character value? 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 

What is that character’s personality like? 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

WRITE A COMPLETE RESPONSE FOR THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS



On a scale from 1-10 (10 being the best book you’ve ever read), how 
would you rate this book? Explain your reasoning. 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

List the sequence of events in the story. Circle the conflict, highlight 
in yellow the main idea, underline the resolution, and highlight in 
orange the main characters. 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 

Summarize the story on a seperate sheet of paper.



                                           

    

Cursive passages:  The Bicycle  
Cursive Writing Worksheet

Trace and copy the passage:  

 Emma has a new bicycle. It is bright pink     
and shiny. It was a gift from her uncle. He    
hid it behind a bush to  surprise her.               
When Emma looked behind the bush and saw  
the bicycle, she jumped for joy. It was just       
what she wanted. She gave her uncle a big      
hug.                                                        

                                                             
                                                             
                                                             
                                                             
                                                             
                                                             
                                                             





Name _____________ _ 

Numbers to Ten Thousand 

Complete the packing chart. Use the fewest packages possible. 
When there is a zero, use the next smaller size package. 

Number of Crates Boxes Cases Stacks Single Blocks 
Blocks Ordered <Ten Thousands) <Thousands) (Hundreds) <Tens) <Ones> 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

1,492 

3,016 

2,804 

4,675 

1,727 

2,351 

5,008 

4,976 

Problem Solving 

 

9. A worker at the block factory
packed blocks in 3 boxes of 1,000,
4 cases of 100, and 9 single

 

 

 

  

1 O. Matt needs to pack an order for 
1,816 blocks. How can Matt pack 
the blocks without using boxes 

blocks. How many blocks did the
worker pack?

of 1,000? 



Name _____________ _ 

Read and Write Numbers to 
Ten Thousands 

Write the number in standard form. 

1. 2,000 + 600 + 30 + 5 --�----

2. five thousand, three hundred sixty ______ _

3. 8,000 + 800 + 90 + 9 -------

4. one thousand, fifty-one ______ _

5. three thousand, six hundred nine ______ _

Write the value of the underlined digit two ways. 

6. 5,896

8. 1,350

10. Rename 4,180 as hundreds and
tens.

__ hundreds __ tens

Problem Solving 

12. The population of a town is
4,951 people. What is the value
of the digit 4 in the number?

7. 4,492

9. 3,413

11. Rename 7,168 as tens and ones.

__ tens ones 

13. The number of tourists who visited
a national park in one day was nine
thousand, four hundred twelve. Write
this number in two other ways.



Name _____________ _ 

Relative Size on a Number Line 

Find the number represented by the point. 
A 

,. � I + 
0 50 

7 tens is 70 

500 

Problem Solving 

For 3-4, use the number line below. 

Colin and Sophia score points in a game. 
They show their score on a number line. 

D 

�1 + 
0 5,000 

B 

+ I )I, 

1,000 

10,000 

3. Colin's score is shown by point D on the number line.
How many points has he scored?

4. Sophia scored 3,000 points more than Colin.
Draw a point on the number line to show Sophia's
score. What is her score?



Name ____________ _ 

Compare 3- and 4-Digit Numbers 

Compare the numbers. Write <, >, or = in the Q. 

1. 576 (?) 567 2. 9,876 0 9,886

3. 490Q409 4. 7,245 0 7,245

5. 2,145 0 2,245 6. 9,304 0 9,034

7. 8,69108,691 8. 245 Q254

9. 1,807 0 807 10. 5,247 0 5,247

11. 3,485 0 3,548 12. 1,953 0 9,351

13. 6,310 0 6,310 14. 589 0 5,890

15. 760 0 1,760 16. 5,123 0 5,321

17. 7,645 0 7,546 18. 5,612 0 5,622

Problem Solving 

19. On Saturday, 4,567 people saw the new animal
movie. On Sunday, 4,078 people saw the movie.
Use <, >, or = to compare the number of people
who saw the movie on the two days.

20. Captain Fry flies 1,764 miles. Captain Hale flies
7 64 miles. Who flies more miles?

21. Adam says he is 1,352 millimeters tall. Bobby says
that he is 1,452 millimeters tall. Who is shorter?



Name _____________ _ 

Multiply with 11 and 12 

Find the product. 

1. __ =9X11

m 9 x 10 = 90 and
9 X 1 9 

So, 9 >< 11 = 90 + 9 = 99. 

4. 2 X 11 = __

7. __ =7X12

10.8X11= __ 

Problem Solving 

Use the table for 13-14. 

2. 12 X 9 =
---

5. __ =12X0

8. 4 X 11 = __

11. __ = 3 X 12

13. Mr. Wang buys 6 packs of pencils. How many
pencils does Mr. Wang buy?

14. Mr. Wang buys 12 packs of pens and 11 packs
of erasers. Does Mr. Wang buy more pens or
erasers? Explain.

3. __ = 1 X 11

6. = 5 X 11
---

9. __ = 12 X4

12. __ = 9 X 12

, '•·• < > r�upplies 9·· .·•··•·•!; 

Item 

Pencils 

Pens 

Erasers 

Number in 

Each Pack 

12 

8 

9 



Name _____________ _ 

Divide with 11 and 12 

Find the unknown factor and quotient. 

1. 11 X = 88 88---;- 11 = 2. 11 X = 55 55---;- 11 =

3. 12 X p = 36
p= 

__

Find the quotient. 

5. __ = 96---;- 8

8. 55---;-5= __

11. 72 7 6 = __

14. = 12---;- 1 
--

36---;- 12 = p

p= 
__

14. 12 X g = 84
g= 

__

84---;- 12 = g

g= 
__

6. 44---;- 4 =
--

9. = 66---;- 6--

12. 88---;- 8 = ---

15. = 24---;- 2--

7. __ =60 7 5

10. __ = 48 ---;-4

13. __ = 108---;- 9 

16. 33---;- 3 = ---

Compare. Write <, >, or = for each Q. 

17. 60 ---;- 12 0 55 ---;- 11 18. 22 ---;- 2 0 48 ---;- 4 19. 96 ---;- 8 0 84 ---;- 12

Problem Solving 

20. Mrs. Green bought 72 pencils for
her class. There were 12 pencils 
in each box. How many boxes of 
pencils did Mrs. Green buy? 

21. Henry baked 33 cookies. He put the
same number of cookies in each of 
11 bags. How many cookies did he 
put in each bag? 



Name _____________ _ 

Multiplication and Division 
Relationships 

Complete the related multiplication and division 

equations. 

1. 4 X 12 =-

__ X 4 =48

48 + __ = 12 

__ + 12 =4 

4. __ x 11 = 88

__ x 8 =88

__ + 8 = 11

88 + __ =8

7. 8X 12= __

__ x 8 =96

96 + __ = 12

__ + 12=8

2. 5 x __ = 55

11 X 5 = __

__ +5=11

55 + __ =5

s. 3 x __ = 36

12 X = 36 

36 +3 =--

36 + 12 =--

s. __ 

x 11 = 22 

11 X 2 = __

22 + __ = 11 

22+ 11 =--

3. __ x 12 = 72

__x 6 =72

72 + __ = 12

__ + 12 =6

6. 4 X 11 = __

11 x __ =44

44 + = 11

44 + 11 =--

9. 1 x __ = 12

__x 1 = 12

__ + 1 = 12

12 + __ = 1

Problem Solving 

10. Lisa put 66 flowers in vases. She put

the same number of flowers in each

of 6 vases. How many flowers did

Lisa put in each vase?

11. Lisa used 84 flowers to make

bouquets. She used 7 flowers in

each bouquet. How many bouquets

did Lisa make?





Name _____________ _ 
Model Division with Remainders 

Complete. 

1. Divide 15 hats into
4 equal groups.

There are hats in each 
---

group and hats left over. 

3. Divide 29 cookies into
groups of 3.

There are ___ groups

and ___ cookies left over.

Find the total number of objects. 

s. There are 8 books in each of
3 groups and 4 books left over.

There are ___ books in all.

Problem Solving 

Use the bar graph for 7-8. 

2. Divide 50 forks into
6 equal groups.

There are forks in each ---

group and forks left over. 

4. Divide 46 paper cups into
groups of 5.

There are ___ groups

and ___ paper cup left over.

6. There are 7 muffins in each of
5 groups and 1 muffin left over.

There are ___ muffins in all.

7. If Sarah divides the white shells evenly onto
2 shelves, how many shells will be on each
shelf? How many shells will be left over?

Shell Collection 

14 �---� 
.!a 12

] 10 

8. If Sarah puts an equal number of tan shells
'o 8 

lii 6 

into some boxes and has 1 shell left over,
how many boxes will she use? How many
shells will be in each box?

E 4 
::::J l 

z 2 L 

��..,_
e, 

<§l>'\ '\ 7>�
Color



Name _____________ _ 

Use Models to Divide Tens and Ones 

Use base-ten blocks and your MathBoard to divide. 

1.60 +4 = __ _ 2.65 7 5 = __ _ 3.54 + 3 = ---

4.90 + 5 = 5. 74 + 2 = 6.98 + 7 = --- --- ---

7.75 7 5 = ___ 8.60 + 3 = --- 9. 78 + 6 = ---

10. 84 + 4 = --- 11. 96 + 6 = 12.95 + 5 =---

Problem Solving 

13. The third-grade students collected 90 cans of food
for a food drive. They want to put an equal number of
cans into each of 6 boxes. How many cans will they
put into each box?

---





Name the 13 Colonies
Use the word bank below to label the map of the 13 colonies.

Name Date

Word Bank:
Connecticut
Delaware
Georgia
Maryland
Massachusetts
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New York
North Carolina
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
Virginia







Name ____________________                                           Date _____________________________ 

 

Atmospheric Pressure & Light Multiple Choice Questions 

 

1. Light (sunlight) helps in the process of  
a) Photosynthesis 
b) Reproduction 
c) Survival  
d) None of these 

 
2. Intensity of light affects the      of animals. 

a) Skin color 
b) Sensitivity 
c) Sight  
d) All of the above 

3. The non-living components (forces) of environment that makes survival 
possible are known as    

a) Biotic Factors 
b) A-Biotic Factors 
c) Non-Biotic Factors 
d) None of these 

 
4. Atmospheric gases are pulled towards the surface because of  

a) Atmospheric pressure 
b) Gravitational Forces 
c) High temperature 
d) All of these 

 

 

 



 

4th Grade Summer Science Activity  

“The Power of Air Pressure”  

Introduction 

Air pressure is a powerful force. Here’s a small, but significant example of how you can use air pressure 

to exert force on an object.  

Materials 

 1 Raw potato 

 1 to 3 sturdy drinking straws 

Procedures 

1. Hold the straw without blocking the hole at the top. 
2. Stab the potato with a straw. Were you able to pierce the potato with the straw? 
3. Stab the potato with a straw again, BUT this time make sure you block the whole with your 

thumb. Were you able to pierce the potato with the straw this time? 
4. Try Step #2 and Step #3 again. Did you get a different result? 

Your task 
 
On a separate sheet of paper, write your name and explain what happened when you tried step #2. 
Now write about what happened when you tried step #3. Give your reasoning why you think the 
results where different for step #2 and step #3. 
 
Explanation 
 
When you covered the hole with your thumb and stabbed the potato, you could push the straw deeper 
than before. This is because your thumb trapped the air inside the straw and created enough pressure 
to stab the potato successfully. 


